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ABSTRACT

For the effective teaching learning, the improvement of material is important to be done. The purpose of this research is for producing the product lesson material based write local wisdom for Junior High School Muhammadiyah One Tulang Bawang Tengah. This research is using research and development (R&D) models with three principal steps 1) introduction study 2) development product 3) effectiveness test product. Procedure of this research begin with introduction study to get first information about condition objective learning and necessary to lesson material that based values of local wisdom. Next step is designing and developing product of lesson material that based values of local wisdom, counterpart marking, specialist test, small-scale trials, large-scale trials. Revision of the development product was done based on the scoring entries or test that was done to produce the product lesson material and ready to be done effectiveness test in truth learning. Final step is doing effectiveness test of lesson material that was developed with implementing development product of learning in Junior High School Muhammadijah one Tulang Bawang Tengah.

Output of effectiveness test are pre-test and post-test. Output of effectiveness showed that learning process with using lesson material based write local wisdom can increase output quality of study, learning quality, and nameable values of local culture. It can evidently with comparison between average of pre-test score 49.37 and post-test score 73.44. Actually, comparison between average of pre-test score and post-test score showed the increase, index analyst gain 0.49 showed medium category. Output of interview with teacher and student give expression that student will motivated to learn, active, enthusiastic, has bravery to asking and giving opinion, will appreciate to everyone, work together, can appreciate and showed the attitude to valued local wisdom. Output of this development research useful for the teacher, the student, and Junior High School Muhammadiyah One Tulang Bawang Tengah as review material in development of Kurikulum Tingkat Satuan pendidikan (KTSP) furthermore.
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